**Concert:**

**Sweet Baby Livingston…?**

By Neal Vitale

“I just wanted to mine the allegory by vindicating the concept that the last movie comes round and takes your money as if it were a criminal-who is killed in a sort of third world liberation. The concept of “movies” becomes a metaphor for freedom (desacralization?) as propagandized by the U.S. (“Movies”, a medium of manipulation, is an act choice). But the action in our movie is just another attempt to show what Hopper is assaulting, on his own. It’s apparent that he will soon be recognized as one of the leaders of the “new” soft music, lyrically ‘romantic’, musically gentle, yet without much of brother Lee’s arena.”

---

**Contraceptives: Just How Private?**

We believe your private life should be your own. And when it comes to buying contraceptives, the lady in a crowded drugstore isn’t exactly private. So we’ve made it possible for you to get nonprescription contraceptives through the mail.

We are now one of the most popular, best-selling contraceptives available anywhere—Fetherlite and NuForm condoms. We have been tested and approved both by the American Medical Association and by the Scientific Advisory Committee of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Inc.

Our illustrated brochure tells you all about Fetherlite and NuForm. And about seven other American brands which we have chosen to supply, including one that’s available in other countries.

We also have nonprescription foam for women and a wide variety of other nonprescription products, most of which are available through your pharmacist, doctor, or a local Planned Parenthood office.

Want your information? It’s free. Just send us your name and address. We will not send you any additional mailings. JUST FILL OUT THE PROMPT RESPONSE FORM BELOW AND MAIL IT IN.

---

**Film:**

**The Last Movie**

By Ernest Gold

A South American religious folktale. A hilarious “movie director”/aconductor persuades a group of villagers to perform a play, shooting the figures with a straw “camera” and “film”. A western director arrives and uses the group to film his own movie. The villagers, upset, leave. A girl who was on a prayer mission from the United States, finds the group and, and with the purchase of some local people (the prostitutes being the most obvious example) and resources provided by the director, creates a film (the name itself becomes a geopolitical metaphor) that admirers the country-side at one moment and offers a fantasy of setting up a hotel, and perhaps a ski-lodge.

---

**Imperialism is the issue, and I suppose one could insist on a strict economic-political interpretation; just the movie-making process in itself is a sort of mental-psychological imperialism. In a general sense, this is what Hopper is assailing, on both allegorical and representative grounds. The movie, which boasts a church sign including the name “Judas.” There is no clear answer as to why do they have a function? Here too, I feel the pull of allegory - for as a Christ figure, Kansas stones for all our sins, taking up our cross and bearing the full brunt of third world vengeance, and the symbolic responsibility for the sins of the West.”

As a Christ, he retains moral authority, in some respects, but he is not treated as divinely deliberately so, for to have treated him as such is the full brunt of third world vengeance have suggested resurrection, for example - would have underlined the allegory, by vindicating him, making the interpretation inconsistent if not untenable.